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Dynamics of Lennard-Jones clusters: A characterization of the activation-relaxation technique

Rachid Malek* and Normand Mousseau†

Department of Physics and Astronomy and CMSS, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701
~Received 2 June 2000!

The potential energy surface of Lennard-Jones clusters is investigated using the activation-relaxation tech-
nique~ART!. This method defines events in the configurational energy landscape as a two-step process:~a! a
configuration is first activated from a local minimum to a nearby saddle-point and~b! is then relaxed to a new
minimum. Although ART has been applied with success to a wide range of materials such asa-Si, a-SiO2 and
binary Lennard-Jones glasses, questions remain regarding the biases of the technique. We address some of
these questions in a detailed study of ART-generated events in Lennard-Jones clusters, a system for which
much is already known. In particular, we study the distribution of saddle-points, the pathways between con-
figurations, and the reversibility of paths. We find that ART can identify all trajectories with a first-order saddle
point leaving a given minimum, is fully reversible, and samples events following the Boltzmann weight at the
saddle point.

PACS number~s!: 82.20.Wt, 66.10.Cb, 02.70.Lq, 82.20.Kh
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I. INTRODUCTION

In many materials and systems, microscopic structural
laxation takes place on time scales much longer than thos
the atomistic oscillations set by the phonon vibrations~10
ps!. This is the case, for example, for glasses and other c
plex materials. Such a time spread in the dynamics can
understood from the configurational energy landscape
ture. Indeed, the system finds itself in a deep minimum s
rounded by energy barriers much higher than its thermal
ergy and only rare fluctuations can allow the system to ju
over a barrier and move to a new minimum. These long ti
scales are especially prohibitive for numerical studies us
traditional methods such as molecular dynamics and r
space Monte Carlo, which are tied to the phonon time sc

One way to reach this long time scale is through activa
dynamics@1–3#. In this case, the algorithm focuses direc
on the appropriate mechanisms and describes the dyna
as a sequence of metastable states separated by energ
riers. These metastable configurations can be well identi
by their atomic positions at zero K, which correspond to
local minimum in the configurational energy landscap
Knowledge of the distribution and properties of these lo
minima is sufficient to determine the thermodynamical pro
erties of the system. A proper description of the dynam
however, also requires knowledge of the rates controll
jumps from one local minimum to another.

Activated dynamics has been successfully applied t
range of discrete problems. It has turned out to be espec
useful in the study of metallic surfaces, where it is possi
to identify and computea priori the whole set of barriers to
be visited during the dynamics@4#. These methods have als
been applied, with further approximations, to other syste
such as the hetero-epitaxial growth of semiconductor co
pounds@5#. Such simulations can reach simulated times
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or 12 orders of magnitude longer than what can be done w
molecular dynamics.

For more complex systems, however, identifying the b
riers and insuring proper statistical sampling remain a ch
lenge. The activation-relaxation technique~ART! @3,6# was
proposed recently to address this challenge. A numbe
questions remain regarding the biases of the method, ho
samples the potential energy landscape and whether or n
is reversible.

Before achieving the long-term objective of developi
an algorithm for simulating the atomistic time evolution
complex materials, it is necessary to address these iss
Here, we answer some of these questions in a study
Lennard-Jones~LJ! clusters, comparing the ART of Barkem
and Mousseau with a similar algorithm introduced by Do
and Wales~DW! @7#. In particular, we look at the samplin
of barriers, the reversibility of the paths from the sadd
point and from the new minimum. The dynamical and th
modynamical properties of LJ clusters have been thoroug
studied@8–10# and they provide an ideal model for the d
velopment of global optimization techniques@11–13# as well
as activated methods.

This paper is constructed as follows. In the next secti
we describe the details of the activation-relaxation techniq
We then present the results of our simulation on three dif
ent LJ clusters~13, 38, and 55 atoms! and give a short dis-
cussion.

II. TECHNIQUE

The activation-relaxation technique,@3,6# is a generic
method to explore the surface energy landscape and se
for saddle points. It has been applied with success to am
phous semiconductors, silica, and metallic glasses@3,6,14–
17#.

ART defines events in the configurational energy lan
scape according to a two-step process:~a! starting from a
local minimum, a configuration is pushed up to a local sad
point, representing the activation process;~b! from this
saddle point, the configuration is relaxed into a new mi
mum; this whole process is called an event. For the act
7723 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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7724 PRE 62RACHID MALEK AND NORMAND MOUSSEAU
tion, we use a modified version of the algorithm, ARTnou-
veau , which was introduced recently@18#. In this version,
we follow the eigenvector corresponding to the largest, ne
tive eigenvalue of the Hessian, ensuring a full converge
onto the saddle point. This is similar in spirit to the hybr
conjugate-gradient/conjugate-gradient method introduced
cently by Munro and Wales@19#.

The configuration is first pushed along a random direct
until a negative eigenvalue appears. At each step along
trajectory, its total energy is relaxed in the hyperplane p
pendicular to it. This ensures that the total energy and for
remain under control as the configuration leaves the h
monic well.

Once the lowest eigenvalue passes a threshold~set here at
1023), we start the convergence to the saddle point by pu
ing the configuration along the eigenvector corresponding
this lowest eigenvalue, while minimizing the forces in a
other directions. Unless the lowest eigenvalue turns posit
this procedure is guaranteed to converge onto a first-o
saddle point, where forces on the configuration are zero
the lowest eigenvalue changes sign, the iteration procedu
stopped and a new event is started.

Because ART is designed to work for systems with tho
sands of degrees of freedom, it is not appropriate to perf
a direct diagonalization of the Hessian to extract eigenva
and eigenvectors. We use instead the Lanczos algor
@20,21#. This algorithm works by iteratively projecting a vec
tor on the Hamiltonian, extracting preferably the lowest
genvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. In our c
15–30 force evaluations are sufficient to extract the v
lowest eigenvalue and its eigenvector, requiring the dia
nalization of a tridiagonal matrix of the same dimensions.
a bonus, this iterative scheme can use the direction of
previous step as a seed, ensuring a better convergence.

The second step of the algorithm, the relaxation,
straightforward and can be achieved with any standard m
mization technique. We use the conjugate gradient~CG!
method@22#.

Since moves are defined directly in the 3N-dimensio
configurational space, ART is not sensitive to the constra
of real space algorithms: a complex collective motion,
quiring the displacement of hundreds of atoms, is as ea
produced as a one-atom jump; and a high energy barrier
not require more efforts to cross than a thermal one. S
versatility is particularly important in disordered and com
plex materials where events can involve collective rearran
ments that are hard to foresee.

In this work, the energy landscape is described by
Lennard-Jones potential:

E54e(
i , j

F S s

r i j
D 12

2S s

r i j
D 6G , ~1!

wheree is the pair well depth and 21/6s is the equilibrium
pair separation. The energy and distance are described b
in units of e ands, respectively.

As mentioned above, we compare our results to th
obtained by the Doye and Wales~DW! version of ART. DW
propose a systematic technique for exploring the surface
ergy landscape. Transition states are found by using
eigenvector-following method@23–25#, in which the energy
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is maximized along one direction and simultaneously mi
mized in all the others. In this approach, the Hessian ma
is diagonalized at the local minimum and each of its eig
vectors are followed in turn in both directions away from th
minimum. Although there is no information regarding th
position of saddle points in the Hessian at the local mi
mum, the eigenvalue of the eigenvectors followed from t
point often moves down and, at some point, might beco
negative. From then on, the procedure is similar to that
scribed above.

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it provides
systematic way of exploring the local energy landsca
moreover, we can expect that its biases will be different fr
those of ART nouveau described above. It suffers some li
tations, however. First, the number of trial directions is fini
leading to a maximum of 6N saddle points. As we will see
below, even in small clusters, this is not enough to sample
saddle points. Second, the method requires the full diago
ization of the Hessian matrix repeatedly, at least in its fi
stage, making it an orderN3 technique, too costly for prob
lems of more than a few hundred degrees of freedom. T
later limitation was recently removed by Munro and Wal
with the introduction of a hybrid eigenvector-followin
scheme@19#.

III. SIMULATIONS

Simulations are done for the 13-atom, 38-atom, and
atom Lennard-Jones clusters, using both ART and DW. In
cases, we start from a relatively well-relaxed generic c
figuration, i.e., one which does not have special symmetr
and explore the energy landscape around this minimum.
goal here is not to recreate the full connectivity tree—t
was done already by Doyeet al. @26#—but to study the bi-
ases of the methods in finding events.

A. A comparison between ART and DW

For DW, the number of search directions is limited to 6N.
A number of these directions do not converge to a sad
point or lead to degenerate activated points, producing
orderN structurally different saddles. Contrary to DW, AR
can generate an infinite number of initial search directio
In the first part of the simulation, we limit ourselves to se
of 3000 trial events, starting from the same initial minimu
for each cluster size.

After eliminating degenerate saddle configurations, AR
is found to have generated three to four times more eve
than DW for these clusters. This ratio is, of course, related
the number of trial directions used in the ART simulation. A
discussed below, for example, a 20 000 trial run on the
atom cluster can find all first-order paths leaving a giv
local minimum.

Results for these runs, including statistics on the sad
points and new configurations are reported in Table I. In
cases, permutational isomers are eliminated and only st
turally different configurations are counted.

The sets of saddle points and minima obtained by A
and DW are obviously not independent and we find, as
would expect, a significant overlap between them: ab
80% of DW events are also found by the 3000-attempt run
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ART ~while about 20% of ART events are also found
DW!.

We can do a similar analysis for the new minima fou
by the two methods. Table I shows that in many case
number of different saddle points lead to the same final m
mum. Moreover, this degeneracy seems to increase with
size of the cluster.~The existence of multiple paths connec
ing two minima is much more common for open system
such as clusters, than for bulk materials. In the later case
constraints of volume and continuity make it much mo
difficult to find many paths connecting two events.! For all
cluster sizes, the 3000-trial event ART simulations fin
about three times more minima than the DW method, a r
similar to the saddle configurations.

B. Ergodicity and reversibility

It is possible to examine the question of the ergodicity
ART by extending the simulations described above. In F
1, we trace the number of different saddle points and min

TABLE I. Number of structurally different saddle points an
new minima ~i.e., after eliminating configurational isomers! as a
function of the number of trial directions for the 13-atom, the 3
atom, and the 55-atom LJ clusters. For DW, all 6N possible dir
tions are tried. For ART, results presented here are based on 3
event runs. Ranges of activation and asymmetry energies~minimum
and maximum! are given in units ofe.

Methods DW ART Common

13-atoms Saddles 17 72 13
New minima 13 44 13
Activation 0.54-3.62 0.54-3.68
Asymmetry ~-0.05!-2.75 ~-0.05!-3.57

38-atoms Saddles 28 109 23
New minima 21 73 21
Activation 0.26-3.2 0.14-5.66
Asymmetry ~-0.88!-2.64 ~-1.64!-3.1

55-atoms Saddles 42 151 35
New minima 29 89 29
Activation 0.65-5.98 0.65-9.34
Asymmetry ~-1.84!-3.98 ~-1.84!-8.22

FIG. 1. Number of different saddle points and minima as
function of the number of trial events for a 20 000-attempt ART r
the 13-atoms LJ cluster.
a
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as a function of trial events in a 20 000-attempt run, usin
single initial minimum as in the previous simulation. Th
sampling of minima seems to be complete after about 9
events and we identify a total of 79 different minima, inclu
ing all those found using the DW method. It takes about 5
more events to generate all 195 saddle points that can
found with ART. Here again, all saddle points genera
with DW are found by ART. Although this does not sho
formally the completeness of the sets found, the previ
simulation, as well as its comparison with a different tec
nique, provides a fairly solid base for claiming that ART
ergodic.

Dynamically, events should also be fully reversible. W
check this in a two-step simulation. First, we check the
versibility of the paths from the saddle point. After conver
ing to a first-order saddle point, we pull the configurati
back very slightly and apply the relaxation routine fro
there. For the 3000 ART-generated events on the 13-atom
cluster, all but 10~0.33%! events relax to the original mini
mum and these last 10 events converge to a different
very close local minimum. Saddle points found by ART a
therefore really delineating the boundary of the energy ba
around the initial minimum.

Clearly, paths are fully reversible from their activate
point.

The full trajectory must also be reversible; the initi
minimum, saddle, final minimum sequence should also
found in the opposite order. For each LJ cluster, we selec
new local minima, reached in a one-step event from the
tial minimum and check that, indeed, the configuration c
always come back to that state, and that the same sa
points are found in both directions. This important res
allows us to conclude that the whole pathway between lo
minima passing through first-order saddle points is reve
ible.

C. Stability under change of parameters

In the search for saddle points, a number of factors
influence the selection of the activation paths. In particula
is important to verify that the step size along the direction
the lowest eigenvalue, in the convergence to the saddle p
does not result in some events missing. To examine this
sue, we perform the same simulation as that described ab
for the 13-atom LJ cluster with two different step value
0.01s and 0.03s. The distribution of energy barriers for a
converged saddle points is given in Fig. 2. All saddle poi
found by the 0.01s step are also found by the larger ste
Moreover, the 0.03s seems to better converge to higher e
ergy barriers. The total number of saddle points reached
using 0.03s step value is also four times greater than th
found by 0.01s This sheds some light on the workings of th
algorithm. As we follow the eigendirection corresponding
the lowest eigenvalue, the configuration is in a very narr
and shallow valley in a high-dimensional space and
much relaxation perpendicular to this valley can easily br
it in a region of non-negative curvature. With a larger st
moving away from the minimum, the configuration reache
deep valley faster, increasing strongly the rate of conv
gence. It is clear, here, that this parameter can be adjuste
optimize the rate of convergence without fear of loosing p
ticular saddle points.

-
-
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D. Biases in searching for saddle points

We now address the question of biases in the search
saddle points and new minima. The range of activation
asymmetry energies is quite wide for the events generate
the three clusters, as can be seen in Table I. As expected
range increases with the size of the system. This behavi
typical of clusters. For bulk systems, the distribution of r
evant activation events is generally independent of the
and is usually bounded by a small multiple of the bindi
energy between two atoms. The higher bound for the dis
bution of activation energy reflects the overall properties
the systems studied and should be independent of the sta
configuration; the lower bound, however, is not; it represe
a direct measure of the stability of the initial metastable st

Figure 3 gives two representations of the distribution
activation and asymmetry energies for the 55-atom clust
In Fig. 3~a!, we give the distribution of energies for the 15
different saddles and 89 different minima identified in t
3000-trial event run. The distribution of saddle energies
rather smooth over its whole range while that of the asy
metry energies presents a few peaks.

To study the biases of ART, we also plot in Fig. 3~b! and
~c! the normalized distribution of activation and asymme
energies forall 1856 completed ART events and the corr
sponding 109 successful DW events~although there are a
total of 330 trial directions for DW, the method shows a po
success rate when eigendirections corresponding to very
eigenvalues are selected.! The distribution for DW is there-
fore almost discretized and peaks correspond to single sa
points being visited many times. The ART distribution
almost continuous and we have binned the events as a f
tion of energy.

The structure of these distributions is quite different fro
that of Fig. 3~a!. In particular, they are strongly peaked
low energies indicating that each method seems to enh
significantly a few paths over the other ones. The biases
not exactly the same, however, although there is consi
able overlap for the two methods. This suggests that the
pography of the energy landscape around the minimum
reflected, at least in part, in the choice of events: the a

FIG. 2. Normalized frequencies of occurrence in the case
13-atom LJ clusters for two-step values 0.01s and 0.03s. The solid
curve corresponds to the case of 0.03s and the dashed one t
0.01s. The total energy is given in units ofe.
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rithm retained for leaving the harmonic well clearly influ
ences the biases of the method.

One approach to identify the overall biases of ART is
plot the ratio of the distribution of barriers for all sadd
points generated~frequency of convergence! over that of the

f

FIG. 3. ~a! The distribution of saddle points and minima as
function of energy for the 55-atom clusters as found in a 3000-t
event ART run leading to 1856 completed events.~b! Normalized
frequency of occurrence of saddle points as a function of energy
the ART and DW runs for the same cluster. The DW run genera
109 successful events.~c! Same as~b!, but for minima. In both~b!
and ~c!, the solid curve represents ART and the dashed one D
The total energy is given in units ofe.
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different saddle points existing around our minimum. Th
ratio, plotted in Fig. 4, provides a first indication on ho
ART selects saddle points. In Fig. 4~a!, the distribution is
dominated by a strong peak at low activation energy, f
lowed by a fairly extended tail. Surprisingly, most of th
small structure that can be found in 3~a! has been eliminated
in the ratio, indicating that there is fairly little bias toward
few events in particular but that the selection of an ev
over another one is mostly a matter of energy. This can
seen more clearly in the log-normal distribution plotted
Fig. 4~b!. The result is remarkable: the distribution is we
fitted by an exponential functionp(E)}exp(20.57E) and
the sampling follows a Boltzmann distribution. The sam
behavior can be observed for the 13-atom and the 38-a
clusters, as shown in Fig. 5.

IV. CONCLUSION

The configurational energy landscape of Lennard-Jo
clusters was explored by using the activation-relaxation te
nique ~ART!. Comparing ART with a different sampling
method proposed by Doye and Wales, it does not seem
ART missed any class of first-order activated paths. Ba
on this and extensive simulations, we conclude that ART

FIG. 4. ~a! Ratio of the distribution of barriers for all saddl
points generated in a 3000-attempt ART run@Fig. 3~a!# over that of
the different saddle points existing around a minimum@Fig. 3~b!#.
The same distribution is plotted in inset~b! with a log-normal scale.
The dashed line is a fit with slope20.57. The total energy is given
in unit of e.
s

l-

t
e

m

es
h-

at
d
n

find all first-order saddle points and new minima around
given minimum, indicating that it is ergodic. The trajectori
it defines, initial minimum–saddle point–final minimum, a
also reversible, indicating that the trajectories found are r
activated paths.

We find, finally, that ART samples the surface ener
landscape according to a Boltzmann distribution, i.e., that
probability of finding a given saddle point is proportional
exp(Ebarrier)/E0. The origin of this bias is not yet understoo
but this opens the door to real-time activated dynamics
complex systems.
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FIG. 5. Same as previous figure for the 13-atom and the
atom LJ clusters. The slope of the fitted line is20.62 and21.3,
respectively. The total energy is given in units ofe.
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